We have performed Raman measurements on TbMnO3 single crystal under magnetic field along the three crystallographic directions. The flip of the spin spiral plane creates an electromagnon excitation. In addition to the electromagnons induced by the Heisenberg coupling, we have detected the electromagnon created by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction along the c axis. We have identified all the vibrational modes of TbMnO3. Their temperature dependences show that only one phonon observed along the polarization axis is sensitive to the ferroelectric transition. This mode is tied to the Tb 3+ ion displacements that contribute to the ferroelectric polarization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiferroic materials exhibit simultaneously two or more ferroic orders, such as (anti)ferromagnetic, (anti)ferroelectric or (anti)ferroeleastic order. For some of these materials, the interaction between ferroelectricity and magnetism is especially strong and is of great interest for applications in future generations of novel storage or data processing devices, where magnetization can be controlled by an electric field and vice versa.
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In the so-called improper multiferroics such as perovskite manganites RMnO 3 (R rare earth), the electric polarization is induced by spin order breaking inversion symmetry via the spin-orbit interaction 6 , exchange striction 7 or other related effects. TbMnO 3 is by far the most studied multiferroic manganite of this class. Such a compound is fundamental to study novel coupling between microscopic degrees of freedom such as spin and lattice. 8 The static and dynamic properties are not necessarily induced by the same mechanisms. Symmetry analysis has been able to determine the spiral spin structure giving rise to an electric polarization 9 but the question of the dominant microscopic mechanism is still unsolved. A purely electronic scenario based on the hybridization of electronic orbitals can explain the shift of the center of charge. 6 A second mechanism involves a magnetically-induced ionic displacements resulting from the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) proportional to S n × S m . 10, 11 Recent measurements estimate the contribution of the ionic displacement around a quarter of the polarization value. 12 Concerning the dynamic properties of multiferroics, these materials offer the opportunity to study novel excitations called electromagnons arising from the hybridization between spin waves and phonon modes. These magnetoelectric excitations are driven by the electric field of light. 13 Electromagnons have been theoretically put forth by Smolenskii and Chupis 14 and their signatures have been recently evidenced by infrared (IR) 15, 16 , terahertz (THz) 13 and Raman 17 spectroscopies. Their energies match spin wave dispersion energies determined by inelastic neutron scattering.
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Considerable efforts have been devoted to determine the origin and symmetry of magnetoelectric coupling. Katsura et al.
19 firstly proposed a model for the dynamical coupling based on the DMI developped to explain the ferroelectricity. In this model, the electromagnons should appear with E ω parallel to the ferroelectric polarization (c axis in the ab spiral spin ordered phase) in contradiction with IR and THz measurements (a axis in all the spin ordered phase). 20 A scenario based on the Heisenberg coupling mechanism between noncolinear spins can explain these optical selection rules for the electromagnons. 20, 21 However, the exact spin spiral configuration of the ground state giving rise to electromagnons is still an open question.
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In this article, we have investigated by Raman scattering the magnetoelectric phase diagram of TbMnO 3 along the three crystal directions. With a magnetic field B along the a axis we follow the frequency shift of two electromagnons. Along the b axis an additional electromagnon excitation is induced when the spiral spin flips from the bc to the ab plane. Moreover we point out a low frequency mode only excited with the electric field of light parallel to the polarization. We have identified this excitation as the electromagnon mode induced by the DMI. We also present polarized Raman spectra that show all the A g , B 1g , B 2g and B 3g phonon modes. The temperature dependence of the A g modes along the c direction shows a renormalization of the 113 cm −1 phonon mode at the ferroelectric transition. This mode related to Tb 3+ ions displacements contributes to the ferroelectric polarization in agreement with recent X-ray measurements.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Single crystals of TbMnO 3 were grown by floating-zone method and aligned using Laue X-ray back-reflection.
The crystals have been polished to obtain high surface quality for optical measurements. TbMnO 3 crystallizes in the orthorhombic symmetry (Pbnm) with lattice parameters equal to a = 5.3Å, b = 5.86Å, c = 7.49Å.
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TbMnO 3 becomes antiferromagnetic below the Néel temperature T N =42 K. 24 In this phase the Mn magnetic moments form an incommensurate sinusoidal wave with a modulation vector along the b axis. The ferroelectric order appears below T C =28 K at the magnetic transition from incommensurate to commensurate order where the spin modulation becomes a cycloid. 25 In this phase the spin of Mn 3+ rotates in the bc plan and the electric polarization appears along the c axis. We have probed three TbMnO 3 single crystals with the ab (xy), ac (xz) and bc (yz) planes. The measurements of the electromagnons have been performed using an electric field of incident and scattered light parallel to the crystallographic axis a, b, c (e.i. x, y, z) at 10 K. The phonon modes have been obtained with parallel and cross polarizations as detailed below.
Raman measurements are carried on in backscattering geometry using the 568 nm and 514.52 nm excitation lines from a Ar + -Kr + mixed gas laser to investigate the electromagnon and phonon excitations, respectively. The scattered light is analysed by a triple spectrometer Jobin-Yvon T-64000 in soustractive configuration coupled to a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD detector. In this spectrometer configuration, the resolution of the phonon frequencies is less than 0.5 cm −1 . The temperature dependence from 10 K to 300 K have been performed with a ARS closed-cycle He cryostat. The measurements under a magnetic field up to 10 T have been obtained using an Oxford Spectromag split-coil magnet. Figure 1 shows the magnetoelectric phase diagram of TbMnO 3 with magnetic field B along the (a) a, (b) b and (c) c axis. 26, 27 The diagrams show at zero Tesla the high temperature paramagnetic phase, the incommensurate sinusoidal phase below the Néel temperature T N =42 K and the ferroelectric phase at T C =28 K where the spin modulation becomes a cycloid.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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The magnetic field along the a axis induces the flip of cycloid plane from the bc to the ab plane at high value above 10 Tesla (doted line in Fig. 1(a) ). This value is reduced with a magnetic field along the b axis down to 4-5 T at low temperatures ( Fig. 1(b) ). In Fig. 1 (c) the effect of a magnetic field along the c axis is distinct from along a and b axis. The cycloid structure is destabilized starting at 7 T. TbMnO 3 becomes paraelectric above 8 T and paramagnetic above 10 T. 
A. Electromagnons
The electromagnons are magnetic excitations with an electric dipole. In IR and THz spectroscopies, they are activated by the electric field of light E ω whereas conventional magnetic excitations are driven by the magnetic field component H ω and appears in the magnetic permeability spectrum. Pimenov et al. 13 have observed this new class of excitations in RMnO 3 multiferroics as magnetic resonances in the dielectric constant spectrum. In TbMnO 3 , two electromagnons e 1 and e 2 are measured, respectively, at around 25 cm −1 (3.2 meV) and 60 cm −1 (7.4 meV) using IR 20 , THz 16 and Raman 17 spectroscopies ( Fig. 2(a) at 0 T). IR and THz spectroscopies reveal that these absorptions are only electrically active for E ω //a axis regardless of the cycloid plane orientation. 20 Polarized inelastic neutron scattering experiments on TbMnO 3 have suggested that the e 1 mode is a magnetic zone center excitation. 28 The e 2 mode is associated with the zone edge excitation. Both excitations correspond to propagating modes of the spins out of the cycloid plane. Recent spectrocopic studies have clarified that the wave vectors of the e 1 and e 2 electromagnons are equal to q e1 = π-2Q b (Q b is the magnitude of the cycloidal wave vector) and q e2 = π.
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The dynamical magnetoelectric effect proposed by Katsura et al. 19 on the basis of their model for the ferroelectricity failed to explain the IR and THz optical selection rules. The DMI could not thus only explain the origin of the both e 1 and e 2 electromagnons. It turned out in Ref. 20 that the e 2 electromagnon originates from the conventional magnetostriction mechanism S n . S m whereas the origin of the lower lying electromagnon e 1 is still an open question. In addition to the magnetoelectric coupling, the spin orbit interaction 21 
20,30 Figure 2 shows the Raman spectra measured on the bc, ac and ab planes under a magnetic field along the a, b and c axis, respectively. At 0 T, Fig. 2(a) shows the both e 1 and e 2 electromagnons activated with an electric field of light E ω //b axis on the bc samples (x(yy)x scattering geometry). Unlike IR and THz spectroscopies that observe electromagnon only with E ω //a, the e 1 and e 2 electromagnons are observed using a polarization of the electric field of light along the a and b axis ( Fig. 2(a) and (c) ). This difference points out the specific selection rules of the Raman spectroscopy. In conventional Raman spectroscopy, H ω does not couple directly to spin excitations. Instead E ω couples to magnetic excitations via the spin-orbit coupling. 31 The observation of electromagnons using Raman scattering is thus indirect in comparison with the other optical techniques.
Several arguments have been developed in Ref. 17 and in Ref. 29 to associate the Raman modes e 1 and e 2 to electromagnons excitations. Both peaks disappear at the Curie temperature well below the Néel temperature (a pure magnetic excitation usually desapears around the the Néel temperature). The width of these peaks is broader than the pure magnon mode and they appear at different energies (see Fig. 2(e) ). The energies of the e 1 and e 2 modes correspond to the energies of the broad peaks already reported by IR around 25 cm −1 and 60 cm −1 and assigned to electromagnon excitations. The peak at 60 cm −1 has an energy close to the magnetic zone-edge energy. Raman scattering probes the dispersion branches close to the zero wave vector. The activation of 60 cm −1 zone-edge magnon could be explained by the alternation of the Heisenberg exchange interaction along the b axis 20 or by the coupling of this mode with the spontaneous polarization through the dynamical magnetoelectric field 21 . The peak at 30 cm −1 might be assigned to zone-center magnon mode. However the Raman signature of pure zone-center magnon mode is clearly different (both in energy and width) (see Fig 2(e) ) indicating a significant coupling to ferroelectric degrees of freedom.
In Fig. 2(a) the increase of the magnetic field along the a axis induces the down shift of the e 1 peak and the up shift of the e 2 peak. At high magnetic field (10 T), a new excitation appears around 80 cm −1 . Above 10 T, the spin spiral is expected to flip from the bc to the ab plane ( Fig. 1(a) ). In Ref. 29 we have compared our measurements to the calculated spectral weight of electromagnons under a magnetic field along the b axis in Heisenberg model. In the calculations, a peak shows up clearly around 90 cm −1 for B=8 T when the spin spiral flips in the ab plane. This additional peak comes from the exchange and easy-plane anisotropy terms and has been interpreted as an electromagnon resonance.
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In Fig. 2(b) Raman spectra obtained using E ω //c (x(zz)x configuration) exhibit only one peak e 3 ≈ 30 cm −1 at the energy of the e 1 excitation. Increasing the magnetic field the e 3 peak frequency decreases. The electromagnon origin of the e 3 mode is supported by the same arguments used for the e 1 mode. They distinguish each other by different Raman selection rules. Unlike the e 1 and e 2 electromagnons we will observe that this excitation is tied to polarization direction. As mentioned before, only the electromagnons induced by the DMI have been observed with E ω parallel to the polarization axis. The activation of an electromagnon originating from the DMI is further discussed below. Figure 2 (c) and (d) present Raman spectra recorded on the ac samples that allow an investigation of the magnetoelectric phase diagram with B//b. In Fig. 2(c) , the frequency shift of the e 1 and e 2 peaks is similar to the one measured in Fig. 2(a) with a magnetic field along a. The additional peak at 80 cm −1 associated with an electromagnon excitation appears at lower magnetic field (around 4 T) compared to Fig. 2(a) as expected from the magnetoelectric phase diagram in Fig. 1(b) where the flip of the spin spiral plane occurs between 4 and 5 T. The e 3 peak is again observed using E ω //c (y(zz)ȳ scattering geometry) in Fig. 2(d) . However, the magnetic field dependence of e 3 is clearly different compared to its behavior with a magnetic field along a. Here, the intensity of the e 3 peak is constant up to 4 T and decreases steeply at 6 T. The normalized area of the peak as a function of the magnetic field reported in the inset of Fig. 2(d) shows quantitatively this behavior. Around 10 T, the peak has almost vanished. Remember that between 4 and 5 T, the spin spiral plane flips from the bc to the ab plane with the simultaneous flip of the spontaneous polarization from the c to the a axis. An electromagnon induced by the DMI is tied to the polarization axis and should be no more activated with E ω //c (i.e. x(zz)x or y(zz)ȳ) when the polarization flips along the a axis. The e 3 peak follows this behavior. The peak is activated when E ω is parallel to the polarization axis and its intensity strongly decreases when the polarization is perpendicular to E ω . This argument is in favor of the interpretation of the e 3 peak as the signature of the electromagnon due to the DMI and confirm the previous observation of a weak resonance in THz measurements. 30 Notice that, when the polarization flips from the c to the a axis, the e 3 peak should be activated with E ω //a (y(xx)ȳ) and should appear in Fig. 2(c) above 4 T. However, the e 1 peak is located at the same energy and prevents a clear observa- tion of the e 3 peak.
Figures 2(e) and (f) show the Raman responses with a polarization of the light E
ω parallel to the a and b axis measured on the ab sample (i.e. z(xx)z and z(yy)z configurations, respectively) under a magnetic field B//c. In the both figures, the frequencies of the e 1 and e 2 electromagnons decrease and increase with the magnetic field respectively. Around 8 T, one sharp peak 1M appears at 21 cm −1 and a broader one 2M at 88 cm −1 . The intensity of the electromagnons is reduced and disappears at 10 T in Fig. 2(e) , and in Fig. 2(f) . The 1M peak is associated to the pure magnon excitation at the zone center of the spin wave dispersion in the spin spiral state. The 2M peak corresponds to the two magnon excitations resulting from two zone-edge magnons with opposite wave vectors. The energy of these peaks is in agreement with neutron measurements. 28 Figures 2(e) and (f) point out the spectral weight transfer from the electromagnons to the magnon excitations entering in the paraelectric phase and illustrate the dehybridization of the electromagnons with a magnetic field B//c.
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B. Phonon modes
TbMnO 3 is an orthorhombic distorted perovskite structure with the space group P bnm. The vibrational modes detected by Raman spectroscopy depend on the crystal symmetry which controls the matrix elements of the Raman tensor and on the incident and scattered light polarizations which stress the Raman tensor. The irreducible representation for the normal modes in this system gives 60 phonon modes at the Γ-point: 7A g + 7A u + 7B 1g + 10B 1u + 5B 2g + 8B 2u + 5B 3g + 10B 3u + 5B 2g + 5B 3g . All the measurements have been performed in backscattering configuration (incident wave vector parallel to the scattered one). In order to get the pure A g modes we have used parallel polarizations corresponding to y(zz)ȳ geometry. 37 The B 1g , B 2g and B 3g modes have been obtained from crossed polarizations z(xy)z, y(xz)ȳ and x(yz)x, respectively. Figure 3 shows the Raman spectra of TbMnO 3 at 10 K in parallel (zz) and crossed (xy), (xz) and (yz) polarizations. We have measured all the 7 A g phonon modes in parallel polarization and the 7 B 1g , 5 B 2g and 5 B 3g phonon modes in crossed polarization as expected by the group theory. The frequencies of the phonon modes at 10 K are reported in Table I at room temperature. The theoretical calculations of H. C. Gupta et al. 35 and R. Choithrani et al. 36 are also reporter in Table I . In addition to the preview experimental results, we have measured the phonon modes at low frequency below 200 cm −1 . These low frequency phonon modes correspond to the vibrations of the rare earth Tb +3 ions 38, 39 . Moreover, we have measured the unreported B 2g and B 3g vibrational modes.
In order to analyze the effects of the phase transitions on the phonon modes, one can follow the temperature dependences. The phonon frequency usually tend to soften due to the dilation of the unit cell when temperature increases. Except for three modes, all frequencies are higher at low temperatures. The A g (7) mode frequency increases up to 125 K and after decreases. This mode corresponds to the in-plane phase MnO 6 rotations around the y axis. The B 2g (3) mode presents a continuous decrease of its frequency from high to low temperature. This mode is related to the out-of-phase MnO 6 bending. Such behaviors might be related to spin phonon coupling. IR measurements have shown an additional renormalisation of the phonon mode along the c direction at 185 cm −1 involving displacement of Mn at the ferroelectric transition. 40 Our Raman measurements point out the unusual behavior of the MnO 6 block frequencies probably tied to spin phonon interaction but not directly connected to the magnetic or ferroelectric transition.
One question remains. Can we measure a soft mode associated with the ferroelectric transition that supports a mechanism involving a ionic displacement? The temperature dependance of the A g mode frequencies have been measured in the (zz) polarization. The electric field wave vector of the incident and scattered photons are parallel to the c axis and thus parallel to the spontaneous polarization.
The frequency of the mode at 113 cm −1 in Fig. 4 presents a softening at the ferroelectric transition followed by a hardening. This partial softening reveals a mode softening behavior at the ferroelectric phase transition. The mode at 113 cm −1 has been identified as related to the vibration of the Tb 3+ ions along the c axis. 38, 39 Recent improved X-ray diffraction technique has been able to measure the displacement along the c axis of the Tb 3+ ions. 12 These measurements established that this displacement contributes to a quarter of the electrical polarization magnitude. The softening of the 113 cm −1 mode can be associated to the Tb 3+ ions displacement along the c axis that contributes to the electrical polarization. Pure electronic scenario could be at the origin of the additional shift of the center of charge.
Investigations of the temperature dependance of the Raman phonon modes should reveal the coupling of phonon and spin wave in particular to measure the spectral weight transfer from the phonon modes to the electromagnons. IR experiments have shown that the polar activity of the electromagnons comes from phonon even if there is no consensus on the phonon modes involved (phonon at 120 cm (2) and B 1g (1) modes both related to the Mn-O bound are involved in the polar activity of the electromagnons.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, our measurements show the behavior of the electromagnons over all the magnetoelectric phase diagram. Two additional electromagnons have been detected. One is due to the spin structure modulation induced by the magnetic field, the other one corresponds to the electromagnon created by the DMI along the c axis. The investigation of the phonon temperature dependance points out the role of the phonon mode of Tb 3+ ions to the ferroelectric polarization.
